
BIKER VIRTUAL RACE EDUCARTE 
 
Art. 1. - Educarte sports services organizes this virtual race #educartevirtualrace  
for helping vulnerable families 
 
With this initiative we try to incentivize the education of many children whose 
families were financially affected due to the recent covid 19 side effects, as this 
situation has been more difficult for the people who lives in the touristic areas.  
 
Art. 2. -  #educrtevirtualrace is not a competition race, there will be no winner  or 
loser 
 
The participants of the race must bike 20 kms as marked in the proof modality in 
#educartevitualrace 
 
Art 3. - Anybody can participate, no matter age, sex , nationality or anywhere you 
want to do it,  just need to bike the 20 kms distance that has been asked for 
 
Art 4.- Enrollment fees are: 
 

a. General:     15$ with your donation get a medal for participating 
b.  Soidaria:      30$ Includes special commemorative race mug  
c.  Filantropo   60$ Includes a commemorative mug and a t-shirt of the race 

 
With the money collected we will be helping  some economically affected families  
due  to covid 19 with scholarships in the school EDUCARTE in Guanacaste,  Costa 
Rica 
 
Art 5. - Participants commit to 
 

1. Accepting the rules of procedure 
2. Accepting the possible changes in the procedure the organizers suggests 
3. The enrolment is individual and cannot be given to anyone else and cannot 

be refund 
4. At the time you enroll you must read and understand all rules and conditions 

of procedure explained in this form 
5. Participants or legal guardian  takes entire responsibilities for his/her own 

health condition, the organization  and collaborators involved will not be 
responsible for any possible damage, physical or health risk, loss of personal 
belongings, or any other risk that participants may be involved to,  
renouncing any legal action   

6. In case of doubt, circumstance or situation that has not been specified in this 
procedure happens, the organizers of the race will decide what to do about it 

 



Art. 6. – Participants are called to act in good will as it is very difficult to identify the  
veracity of  the distance and time invested by the participant, this is not a 
competitive race, so, who lies will be lying to him or herself. 
As soon as the participant finishes the virtual race might send a photograph of any 
of the devices used for taking the time and distance, which shows that the race have 
been done 
 
Art. 7. -  Participants must send personal information as name, last names, e-mail 
address ( in case of winning the race, we will need it to contact you), Age and 
address to the following e-mail: carrera.virtual@educartecostarica.com We will also 
need a photograph of the place and the distance that has been ran, or any other 
picture where we can check the place or road of your race we will be sharing The 
best Photograph through our social media accounts 
 
Art. 8. -  by the time you enroll in the race, you accept all the terms and conditions 
and also accept to transfer or give the rights of any  videos and photos that you send 
as a proof or evidence or with any other purpose to EDUCARTE. 
 
Art. 9. – We will be raffling prizes from the sponsors among the participants 
who upload photos or videos or both, to their own social media and network and tag 
our sponsors, using the Hash tags: # sponsors  o # sponsors, we will be giving some 
options to choose. The way to upload is this: Sponsor + timing for Facebook y 
@Sponsor for IG), *Due to recent lockdown situation we still don’t have next dates 
yet for what we ask to be patient. 
 
Art. 10. – We will be accepting Photos and videos until………  and will be posting the 
list of participants and winners the week after. 
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